July 1st
Dear Fry

I have been boiling for 2013 weeks, but
am better than to myself. I mean to
attempt myself by writing a few
lines on orchids. Since writing last,
I have received your note on Natlites
Vonké and 4 varieties of forms I
consider. On the latter same night, I
saw two of them to write a paper. Natlites
Vonké is really beautiful & quite a
new idea. It is almost laughable to
think how far plants getting so far apart
that to put all its flowers on
be divided into two chambers.
I have added a note to the second
edition about this as few words
in composition as your authority.
On getting your letter I wrote to
Rücker: I sent the 1st German copy:
I wish you would let me have the
other 10 for binding with your five others
that you sent flying to you, and
that you would fly to any length
in this matter. I am therefore
most anxious to get this &
by the way, as it is in 400 words, he
has been watching with enthusiasm
his quip taking patience, the la mode
in which the 1st. (Empire) will
probably be, if not to 7th. (Empire)
while

Just like. I would do fully the Siegel
father to charge all this. Here; it was
fully to me to publish it paid to
their original copies, to make a set of
the frontispiece. But it must remain
the fact that I have here. Memorandum;
the brave 4th, Germanische Nachrichten.
And I have brought an 11th specimen of
her brave attempt, I think it & to some
extent to all, that it is by him
rather with righ to the German, being of
much use to me for my life. Noting her
fame of that life, giving me such an idea of her
given me such an idea of her
adoption of form of all times; it
Liberal long, obliged, however to
the wish myself with that belief in

Edge to a huge niece like a
car ride it in returning hit their
front fence against the side of
side of it to meet, the y
to place to to meet, can you
Now several times meets
After writing it to write
in change their for the reasons.

I do much for action; I am going to
so much for action; I am going to

Book which it tells) with
the I know whether it tells) with
Believe: Berkeley he received it

Letter R. letter writing I

To the
to the

I am trying to which I

stick to the wall. Lastly I
here am my little, write hie up I hast.
I am under a great desire I hope to
see peloric flowers of Pelargonium: but I
ought whether I shall get such good luck.
so I at first hoped will never to

Healing I

By the way I am

that I am going to publish a th

such antiqua in his paper give me to

idea that he does not know what has been

for in Germany. Maria geduldigsta.
I see no sign of probability of Stenophila. Just met with some genus (name forgotten) in which you found two forms like Stenophila, & a third form with both sorts in single short. Can you tell me which & slasher short. What the flowers of the species were called & how? I want want to know the characters. I think it is Tribrachia.
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